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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

In this interview, return guest Stephanie Seneff, Ph.D., a senior research scientist at MIT for over

Dve decades,  discusses her paper,  “Innate Immune Suppression by SARS-CoV-2 mRNA

Vaccinations: The Role of G-quadruplexes, Exosomes and MicroRNAs,” published in the June 2022

issue of Food and Chemical Toxicology.

The paper was co-written with Drs. Peter McCullough, Greg Nigh and Anthony Kyriakopoulos. In

May 2021, Nigh and Seneff published a paper  detailing the differences between the spike protein

and the COVID jab spike protein.

In the “Innate Immune Suppression” paper, they and their other co-authors delve deep into the

mechanisms of the COVID shots, showing how they suppress your innate immune system.

The paper caused quite a stir when it was Drst posted, prior to publication. A campaign was

launched to have it retracted on the premise that it would discourage people from getting these life-

saving shots — regardless of whether the mechanisms described were true or not.

Ultimately, the controversy led to the resignation of the editor of the journal. Many have also tried to

discredit Seneff, and McCullough has since been stripped of his medical credentials.

Understanding G-Quadruplexes

G-quadruplexes (G4) are genomewide targets of transcriptional regulation, and as such as a novel

target for drug design. The “G” in G4 stands for guanine, so G4 is DNA sequence of four guanines.

It’s one of the four nucleotides — the basic code — in DNA, and it’s known to play an important role

in diseases such as cancers and neurological disorders.

As explained by Seneff, prions, when misfolded, build beta sheets and precipitate out of the

cytoplasm, causing plaque to form. This plaque is a hallmark of several neurodegenerative

diseases in animals and humans, such as Mad Cow disease, Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease, scrapie

(which affects sheep) and chronic wasting disease in deer.

“So, there are all these debilitating neurodegenerative diseases that come out of the prion

protein, and the prion protein actually binds to its own G4s, which are in its own RNA,”

Seneff explains. “In so doing, it promotes [the prion protein] to misfold into the wrong

shape ... [which] causes prion disease.

The [COVID jabs] produce a version of the messenger RNA (mRNA) that codes for the spike

protein. Their version is enriched in guanines — it produces a lot more G4s than the original

mRNA that the virus produces — so, it's a different form.

And there's lots of mRNA in the [COVID jab]. It's a big dose of this mRNA that is enriched in

G4s ... which then ... causes the cell to produce the prion protein. So, the cell is producing

the prion protein in the context of a situation with lots of G4s lying around from the mRNA

from vaccine. That's a really dangerous situation for causing the prion protein to misfold

and causing prion disease.”

How the COVID Jab Can Induce Autoimmune Disease

As explained by Seneff, the mRNA in the jab is taken into your lymph system and spleen, germinal

centers where antibodies are produced, and in order to produce the antibodies, these germinal

centers release exosomes. This can help explain the phenomenon of “shedding,” but it also helps

explain the immune destruction we see occurring. Seneff explains:

“The exosomes are part of the process by which the cells communicate to induce the

antibody production, which is the goal of the [COVID jab]. The [jab] does a fantastic job of

producing high levels of IgG [immunoglobulin] antibodies, which are the ones that are

associated with autoimmune disease.

It doesn't make the mucosal antibodies. It makes IgG, which is actually much more

dangerous if there are too many antibodies. They can cause autoimmune disease through

molecular mimicry, and that's another aspect that I think is going on.

That's why you're getting this platelet problem where platelet count goes down to zero,

because you get antibodies to the platelets by molecular mimicry, or even because the

spike protein is binding to the platelets. They're getting antibodies to the complex and

you're wiping out the platelets.

Some people are getting thrombocytopenia and VITT [vaccine-induced immune thrombotic

thrombocytopenia], conditions that can be life-threatening. And there's a huge signal for

thrombosis. The paper talks about thrombosis. We have ... seven tables for different

aspects of the symptoms of the vaccine.

There's a table on the liver, there's a table on thrombosis, there's a table on cancer, there's a

table on the vagus nerve, and all of the inSammations of the nerves because those

exosomes are traveling up the vagus nerve, making their way to the heart, brain and liver.

They're causing disease in all of those organs, and you see that very clearly in the various

databases — 98%, 99% of the [adverse event] reports in 2021 for these conditions were

[from the] COVID shots and 1% was all the other vaccines combined.”

Mechanism of Action

Swiss researchers recently reported Dnding elevated troponin levels in 100% of COVID jabbed

individuals, indicating everyone is suffering some degree of heart damage, even if they’re

asymptomatic.  Seneff explains the mechanism by which the COVID shot damages your heart.

“I think the whole issue is the spike protein being released by the immune cells in the

germinal centers — the lymph system and the spleen releasing these exosomes that then

travel along their Zbers and reach all these critical organs.

The spleen has a very good connectivity with the liver, heart, brain and gut via the nerve

system, starting with the splanchnic nerve and then hooking up to the vagus nerve ... So,

these exosomes are migrating along the vagus nerve and they're arriving at these organs

and are getting taken up by cells there. And everywhere they go, they cause inSammation.

The spike protein is very good at causing inSammation. That's been shown in multiple

studies ... It causes the immune cells to migrate to the heart, and that's how you get

myocarditis, this inSammation in the heart.

You also get inSammation in the muscles. I was looking at myositis, which is muscle

inSammation, and that's another issue. I've been in contact with multiple people who

suffered severe muscle damage from the spike protein, even to the point of being

debilitated because of [inSammation in the] muscles.

So, not just the heart, but the skeletal muscles are also affected in a really bad way.

InSammation in the brain also causes neurons to be damaged and that's causing cognitive

disorders.

So, I think the long COVID is caused by the spike protein reaching the brain. Many papers

have talked about long COVID, and they think it's the spike protein, not the virus, but the

spike protein itself [that is causing it].”

The Role of MicroRNAs

Another piece of the puzzle is related to the role of microRNAs, which are embedded in the

exosomes that travel to the tissues. MicroRNAs should not be confused with mRNA. They’re two

different things. The microRNAs are short pieces of RNA, about 22 nucleotides long. Unlike mRNA,

microRNA do not code for protein.

The mRNA in the jabs are designed to be extremely resilient. Normally, mRNA lasts a few hours, but

the mRNA in the jabs stick around producing protein in cells for several months, at minimum

primarily because of the substitution of the nucleotide uridine with pseudouridine.

Because the mRNA is so resilient, spleen cells have to try to cope with all the spike protein that they

cannot stop making, and one way they do that is by pushing the spike protein out in the form of

exosomes. Those exosomes also contain microRNAs. Indian researchers found two speciDc

microRNAs in people who got the jab, and these microRNAs interfere with Type 1 interferon

response.

“This is a big topic of our paper,” Seneff says. “We talk about innate immune suppression ...

due to the effect of these microRNAs that are packaged up with the spike protein.

Everywhere [the exosomes] go, they deliver these microRNAs, which disrupt the immune

cell's ability to respond to Type 1 interferon. These microRNAs actually have a very high-

level controlling role in the regulatory process of biology. They control which genes are

expressed.”

Hypothesis to Explain Post-Jab Sudden Death

Seneff goes on to cite animal research from 2005, in which mice were exposed to a virus that

causes myocarditis. They wanted to see what would happen if the mice were suffering from

myocarditis and then got a shot of adrenaline. So, the mice were infected with the myocarditis-

inducing virus, and then, 120 days later, they injected them with adrenaline.

The dose given killed 70% of them. Meanwhile, control mice that did not have myocarditis suffered

no ill effect when injected with the same dose of adrenaline. The mice that died, died of heart

failure. Basically, their hearts were too damaged to withstand the adrenaline rush. Today, we’re

seeing a similar effect in athletes, who are dropping dead while exerting themselves.

Digging for other papers, Seneff found one that detailed the Type 1 interferon response in

chromabn cells, the cells that make adrenaline. Type 1 interferon inhibits and reduces their

production of adrenaline.

Seneff’s theory is that the COVID jabs interferes with your body’s ability to respond to Type 1

interferon, thereby allowing too much adrenaline to be released. If your heart has been damaged by

the spike protein, the outcome could be lethal, as we’ve seen.

“I think that could be what's going on with the sudden death problem, because we certainly

are seeing lots of young people suddenly dying of heart issues,” she says.

At the same time, microthrombi (micro blood clots) are activated by the spike protein, which could

have lethal effects, and endothelial cells (the cells lining your blood vessels) are also incamed. So,

there’s not just one mechanism by which the jabs could kill you.

Spike Protein Creates Incredibly Tough Blood Clots

According to Seneff, blood clots are also connected to the prion aspect. Many different proteins are

amyloidogenic and can misfold, causing them to precipitate out, including proteins in your blood.

Blood clots are tough to break down, and when you add spike protein into them, they become even

tougher.

Seneff suspects the spike protein binds to Dbrin, causing it then to misfold in a way that makes it

very resistant to breaking down. The same thing happens with prion proteins. When they misfold,

they create a gel that becomes denser over time, eventually becoming completely inaccessible to

the water base.

“It just precipitates out as this thing that just sits there for the rest of your life,” Seneff

says. “Nothing can get at it. The immune cells can't break it down. It just stays there. It

can't be cleared.”

This is why I recommend taking Dbrinolytic enzymes like lumbrokinase (which is the most

effective), serrapeptase and nattokinase, several times a day one hour before or two hours after a

meal, if you’re struggling with long COVID, as they help break down the Dbrin. To work, you have to

take them between meals, on an empty stomach, or else they’ll just act as a digestive enzyme to

break down food.

Another technique is to use a near-infrared sauna, which will help address the misfolding of

proteins by encouraging autophagy, your body’s natural clean-out process.

The Role of Antibodies in Prion Disease

Antibodies may also play a role in the devastating side effects from the COVID jab. We know that

prion protein is upregulated in cells that produce it under stress, and the COVID jab spike protein

has been shown to cause cells to make more prion protein. One possibility is that antibodies to a

particular part of the spike protein end up binding to the prion protein through molecular mimicry.

As explained by Seneff, researchers have discovered that if you produce antibodies to the C-

terminal end of the prion protein, it can cause disease that looks a lot like prion disease but

develops much faster.

As it turns out, the antibodies to the C-terminal end of the prion protein prevent the prion protein

from going into the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), where it needs to go in order to do its job. Instead,

the antibodies keep the prion in the cytoplasm.

Subsequently, the cell gets sick because of these antibodies. The late Luc Montagnier posted a

case study with 26 people who developed symptoms of prion disease within the Drst month after

their second vaccine. All died, many within three months of their diagnosis. All were dead within a

year, from what was basically an extremely aggressive form of Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (the

human Mad Cow disease equivalent).

Seneff believes antibodies against the spike protein are to blame, because it didn’t happen until

they got their second dose. Antibodies developed after that Drst dose, which primed the cells. Then,

after the second dose the cells started making loads of spike protein again, which the antibodies

bound to.

This exosome package then traveled up the vagus nerve to the brain, where neurons took them up.

Seneff suspects this explains the disease process on those 26 patients.

“It would be explained completely by this model of spike protein antibodies binding to the

C-terminal domain and preventing the prion protein from going into the ER,” she says, “and

then, it causes [the prion protein] to break down.

It gets broken down by the proteasome and disappears. So, it's causing a loss of function

problem for the prion protein in the neuron at a very accelerated rate, much faster than

what goes on with the normal prion disease ...

Montagnier and his team identiZed a segment of the spike protein that they thought had

characteristic prion-like features. Within that segment is a piece that has Zve amino acids,

YQRGS.

The prion protein has [the same] piece ... Except for the middle one, the other four [amino

acids] are all identical with this piece near the C-terminal end of the prion protein. So, it's

really perfect. It's a place where, if you get antibodies to that, it’s basically a death

sentence.” 

COVID Jabs Impair Your Immune Function

To circle back to where we began, it seems the reason so many jabbed individuals are now

contracting COVID and other infections, and are dying from them, is because Type 1 interferon is

suppressed. That suppresses your immune function, making you more prone to contracting

infections.

In the interview, Seneff also reviews how chronic exposure to glyphosate is a predisposing

condition for bad COVID-19 outcomes, as glyphosate disrupts the immune system. For more

details on that, please listen to the interview in its entirety. We also review how glycine

supplementation can help displace glyphosate in your body, thereby limiting its damaging

incuence.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best-seller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

7,128 ratings

ORDER NOW
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This excellent scientiDc research report highlights the concern for people's health of prestigious scientists in defense of true science and

makes more evident the deception and corruption of the pharmaceutical industry and the FDA deliberately blind about the safety of the

"vaccine" against COVID-19.. People in their prime of life are dying from biological weapons The media around the world has begun to

highlight a medical phenomenon called "sudden adult death syndrome" or SADS, in what appears to be a clear effort to hide the reality of

COVID injection deaths. In a video interview, McCullough explained that before Big Pharma began promoting COVID-19 vaccines, athletes

who died suddenly were typically diagnosed with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, or premature cardiac obstruction.

The two emerging patterns of "sudden death" are that it usually occurs during a cardio-intensive sporting event or during sleep. During

both cases, the patient experiences a surge of adrenaline that helps their body naturally during these periods. However, adrenaline also

appears to be a trigger for arrhythmias. The natural biochemical change toward the end of the sleep cycle signals your body to wake up,

McCullough added. Similarly, catecholamines, hormones produced by the adrenal glands, are released in response to physical exertion or

emotional stress.

Catecholamines can stress your heart and cause it to beat irregularly. Unfortunately, if there is also incammation and scarring, the

mechanism can cause sudden death. www.wnd.com/2022/11/top-cardiologist-links-sudden-deaths-covid-vaccine..  (07/11/2022)

www.globalresearch.ca/the-covid-mrna-vaccine-causes-cardiac-arrests-he..  independently-come-to-same-conclusion/5799328

(11/17/2022) www.brighteon.com/a1bfbbd6-a764-41eb-a8b4-dec37249cd71
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Data compiled by the International Olympic Committee shows 1,101 sudden deaths in athletes under the age of 35 between 1966

and 2004, giving us an average annual rate of 29 sudden deaths across all sports. Meanwhile, between March 2021 and March

2022 alone, a single year, at least 769 athletes suffered cardiac arrest, collapsed and/or died on the Deld worldwide.

expose-news.com/2022/06/22/sads-renamed-death-by-covid-vaccination/  (06/22/2022).---- In the face of demonstrated deaths

and serious harm from bioweapons against COVID-19 and serious future consequences due to immune damage, the FDA is

"jeopardizing public health" by not being truthful about violations discovered during bioweapons.

inspections of clinical trial sites, says David Gortler, a pharmacist and pharmacologist who served as a medical reviewer for the

FDA from 2007 to 2011 and was later appointed senior adviser. to the FDA commissioner in 2019-21.” The most notorious example

of FDA malfeasance is the intent to withhold publication of PDzer's regulatory dossier on its COVID-19 vaccine for 55 years

knowing that it contained reports of 1,223 deaths shortly after administration of its vaccine. In a continuing series of historic

mistakes, the FDA approved bivalent COVID-19 vaccines without randomized clinical trials with Omicron and without information

on safety. The FDA is broken beyond repair, obcials and staff involved in wrongdoing should be designated as targets in federal

investigations as so many lives have been affected by their wrongdoing.

www.globalresearch.ca/us-fda-willfully-blind-safety-covid-19-vaccinati..  (11/16/2022)
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VSRF Public Service Announcement highlights growing dissension within the FDA about the COVID-19 vaccine boosters. The video

features a series of sharp criticisms from Obt, directed both at the cawed process that resulted in the FDA approval, and at the

dubious safety and ebcacy of the boosters themselves.

rumble.com/v1mw3z3-fda-panel-member-dr.-paul-obt-on-the-new-covid-19..  (06/10/2922).--- Covid-19 vaccines for children

remain on the market despite mounting evidence of serious harm. rumble.com/v1mszqu-are-the-kids-ok.html  (05/10/2022).---

We are seeing that hospitals have a pandemic of vaccinated, we are seeing continuous attacks on the unvaccinated, control can be

greater: the G20 promotes the world vaccine passport standardized by the WHO and the 'digital health' identity scheme.

The joint statement follows recommendations by the Indonesian Minister of Health, Budi Gunadi Sadikin, made during a Business

20 (B20) panel held ahead of the G20 summit. The idea now is to present it as a revision of the IHR framework at the next World

Health Assembly, scheduled for May 2023 in Geneva, Switzerland. Journalist Nick Corbishley warned that vaccine passports may

lead to the implementation of a global digital identity scheme that will threaten privacy and freedom around the world. Corbishley

described the downsides of a global digital ID scheme as a kind of "digital gulag" in which people could be "effectively banished

from society". “That is a terrifying sight,” he said. www.globalresearch.ca/g20-promotes-who-standardized-global-vaccine-pas..
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GUI, do you have any thoughts on why we are not seeing a deterioration in athletic performance from jabbed athletes, and thus a

competitive advantage for the unjabbed. If all the jabbed are suffering heart damage, and according to this article at least some,

not sure how many, are suffering injury to the skeletal muscles, it seems athletic performance would suffer. I'm not aware of any

such thing. It seems either sudden collapse, possibly death, or extreme disability as we've seen in a few, but otherwise normal

performance. It seems there would be a degradation in performance across the board among the jabbed - possibly not noticeable

in day-to-day living but at the top levels winning and losing is often determined by a tiny difference in ability.
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steelj......Several tennis players have retired in their prime stating that they can no longer compete at that level due to respiratory

problems. Their careers are over, some have stated openly that they bitterly regret getting jabbed and others have made no

comment.
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Hi steelj, During the Amsterdam Marathon, extra help had to be called in to address a “lot of discomfort” that could well be related

to side effects from COVID-19 vaccines. Marathon organizers were unprepared for the sheer volume of trouble, and trabc police in

The Hague were called in to provide assistance to the Amsterdam drive. Six ambulances from other areas were escorted by

motorcyclists to Amsterdam hospitals to deal with the problem, and it appears to be part of a growing trend involving healthy

athletes experiencing heart problems in the wake of the COVID-19 vaccine launch. When police tweeted that they hoped the

conditions of the affected athletes were improving, one commenter said: “My girlfriend was one of the helpers at the Amsterdam

marathon and saw at least three people resuscitated and many taken away.

But of course that has nothing to do with poison injections." So far more than 35 million doses of COVID-19 vaccines have been

administered in the Netherlands. Neurologist Jan Bonte said there has been an increase in resuscitations needed during

marathons and other running events. He said research has shown the incidence to be much higher than usual and he would like to

explore how vaccination status and the amount of time since vaccination are affecting these incidents.

rairfoundation.com/media-blackout-large-amount-of-unwellness-during-am..  (10/22/2022)
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I believe the number 769 was posted in August. It is over 1,000 I believe, I could be incorrect. This only takes in athletes of the

professional level; not the many college and high school athletes that have dropped dead; there are many.
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GUI, thanks for the reply. There was also a marathon in southern US a while back with a lot of collapsed runners, no deaths or

serious, lasting injury though as I recall. Might have been New Orleans, or in Florida. Anyway it got a fair amount of press. Had not

heard about Amsterdam. Kev8395, I'm aware of one American tennis pro, can't remember the name, badly damaged. So that's what

I mean, some die, some badly damaged. NothingSound, yes, many have dropped dead. Seems particularly to affect soccer players

from what I've seen anyway. Still, I'm puzzled why those neither killed nor badly disabled continue to perform the same as always.

Not only do we not see a pronounced advantage for the unjabbed, but in sports like track and Deld, swimming, weightlifting, etc.

that have hard, objective measurements to go by, we're not seeing slower times, lower jumps, less weight lifted, none of that so far

as I am aware. If the heart, skeletal muscles and who knows what else is damaged, why not? Just seems incongruous to me and I

like to know why. Sometimes we just don't know why.
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THE DILEMMA OF THE VACCINATED. Robert W. Malone.---------- A recent post by the Unity Project, “The Dilemma of the

Unvaccinated”, inspired us at Phinance Technologies - humanity projects to name this post “The Dilemma of the Vaccinated”. After

analyzing trends in excess mortality and disability following Covid-19 vaccination and the Drst irrefutable evidence was the

accumulation of deaths and injuries in the US VAERS database and the equivalent EudraVigilance database for Europe. Since the

vaccines were rolled out in early 2021, these databases have started showing abnormal numbers of deaths and injuries associated

with the new vaccines.

Sucharit Bhakdi and her collaborators show convincing evidence of causality from the injection to the rapid distribution of the

vaccine throughout the body through the bloodstream. To quantify the extent of the damage to date, the V-damage project has

been launched to measure and monitor this phenomenon. More details about the project, its goals and initial Dndings are included
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The COVID Jabs’ Mechanisms of Injury
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ) Fact Checked

In “Innate Immune Suppression by SARS-CoV-2 mRNA Vaccinations: The Role of G-quadruplexes, Exosomes and MicroRNAs,” Stephanie

Seneff, Ph.D., and Drs. Peter McCullough, Greg Nigh and Anthony Kyriakopoulos explain how the COVID shots suppress your innate immune

function, and how they may cause neurological diseases

*

Their landmark paper was the source of major controversy in that the prominent journal in which it was published receive much negative

feedback and the editor of the journal was forced to resign although the paper has not been retracted at this time

*

G4s are genome-wide targets of transcriptional regulation. The “G” stands for guanine. G4 is DNA sequence of four guanines, which plays

an important role in diseases such as cancers and neurological disorders. The COVID jab spike protein produces far more G-quadruplexes

(G4) than the virus. The G4 causes prion protein to misfold, which can result in prion diseases such as Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease and

Alzheimer’s

*

Two speciDc microRNA have been found in people who got the jab, and these microRNA’s interfere with Type 1 interferon response, which is

a key part of your immune system. When Type 1 interferon is suppressed, you become more prone to infection and chronic disease

*

The COVID jab produces high levels of immunoglobulin (IgG) antibodies, which are associated with autoimmune disease. It does not

produce mucosal antibodies

*

Antibodies against the spike protein may be responsible for cases in which patients developed highly aggressive prion disease after their

second jab

*
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been launched to measure and monitor this phenomenon. More details about the project, its goals and initial Dndings are included

below. However, after almost two years of trying to communicate our concerns, we are learning that it is very dibcult to admit an

error in judgment about such an impactful policy.

Most individuals and their institutions will have a strong resistance to a mea culpa moment, and this brings us Drst to the dilemma

of the vaccinated. If our concerns about the causes of excess mortality and morbidity are correct, vaccinated people (the majority

of the population!) will face a dilemma: either A) face reality and go through the phases of mourning associated with such

realizations or ; B) try to ignore reality and hope for the best. Let's expand the two options of the dilemma: In the link:

rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/the-dilemma-of-the-vaccinated?utm_source=pos..  (11/20/2022)
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"PEDIATRIC INFECTIOUS DISEASE GROUP (GPIP) POSITION PAPER ON THE IMMUNE DEBT OF THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC IN

CHILDHOOD, HOW CAN WE FILL THE IMMUNITY GAP?" YOU CANNOT, IT IS NOW DAMAGED, RSV IS EXAMPLE. By Dr. Paul

Alexander We have damaged children's innate immunity & the needed training with the 3 years of non-sensical lockdown lunacy,

legacy of Fauci & Birx & Francis Collins, pain & death of our kids, now with vaccine. The COVID vaccine has failed and no statistical

zero risk child must be in receipt of these shots. None. No healthy child has died from COVID post infection. Parents should

understand this.palexander.substack.com/p/pediatric-infectious-disease-group?utm_sourc..  (11/20/2022)
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Hi, Gui. Pushing the "next one" and then the "next one", is no coincidence. This is Russian Roulette! I often tell people that the best

advice I can give them, is to never take another "covid" shot. They don't need help being "not sick", if they weren't sick to begin with!

They usually don't listen.  ---- "Sadikin added that G20 countries have agreed to such a global digital health certiDcate and that the

idea now is to introduce it as a revision to the IHR framework at the next World Health Assembly, scheduled for May 2023 in

Geneva, Switzerland.". I have absolutely no doubt that this was the "New World Order" plan (now referred to as the "Great Reset"),

long before the covid psyops. Please feel free to correct me if you think I'm wrong about this.
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Thank you, dr. Mercola, for this interview. And thanks, amazing Stephanie Seneff for being a health detective. But we need prof. Gui to

explain this article in simple terms so more people understand this. Anyway, Seneff gives a scary prospect, that in the future many

vaccinated could get Alzheimer and other health problems. That could lead to a breakdown of the health system, as surely more people

need medical help and also the many doctors and nurses who were forced to take the jab, they may need treatment themselves. Maybe

they cannot do their job anymore.

To discuss a few points in the article. Recently I posted about a new study that found when athletes are running their heart enlarged

temporally, causing the tight junction between cells to open up, which allowed the harmful vaccine (like spikes) to get in, causing trouble

and incammation. The article said that the COVID jab produces high levels of immunoglobulin (IgG) antibodies, but not mucosal

antibodies. This means the jab gives no extra protection in the lungs and nose against viral infection. Surely, the vaccine experts must

have known that the jab doesn't stop infection in lungs, and so it didn't stop the spread of Covid, because the vaccinated could still infect

others.

But we were lied to that it would protect our love-ones, and that it would protect patients. For that criminal lie they forced doctors and

nurses to take the vaccines plus boosters or to get Dred when they refused. Now they try to force it on children, who don't need it because

their immune system is effective enough, but again they still use the same criminal lie, it would protect adults and the spread of Covid.
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I second you, Pete.Smith, in asking for simpliDed language so this article can be shown to other laypeople and so they can

understand it. Smart insights re the mucosal antibodies and that these "Vaccines" wouldn't even protect the nose and lungs, at all.
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Thanks Mirandola, the mucosal antibodies protect, they are in the mucus layer of the lungs, nose, gut, but the jab don't produce

them. In today's article is about Interferon type 1, but now there is an interesting new study about type 3. lnterferon Lambda

belongs to type lll interferon group of anti-viral cytokines. It helps in rapid clearance of Sars-Cov2 even in age related delays of

t-cells immunity. Older people have weak innate immune system, so they need more time for the adaptive Immune system to kick

in, but that delay cause them to get much sicker from Covid. But with Lambda there is no delay. This new treatment approach is

also effective against all kinds of new emerging SARS-Cov-2 variants and sub-lineages.

www.thailandmedical.news/news/canadian-study-Dnds-that-interferon-lam..
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Thank you PETE. Impairment of TLR 3, 7 and 8 (KILLER T-CELL) signaling in SARS-CoV-2 vaccines adds to a study by the Francis

Crick Institute in the UK that has found that the Wuhan coronavirus vaccine from PDzer destroys T cells and weakens the immune

system. T cells are immune cells that can target speciDc foreign particles. They are most often studied for their ability to Dght

cancer and infectious diseases, but are also essential for other aspects of the body's immune response. T cells maintain immune

homeostasis in humans for decades, but may also be responsible for incammatory or autoimmune diseases. The role of T cells

changes slightly throughout human life. In infancy, nave T cells are critical for developing immunity against common pathogens or

antigens.

During this time, long-term stores of memory T cells are established and can be maintained into adulthood. Initial studies

indicated that there was a decrease in T cells in patients with COVID-19. This was also related to the severity of the disease, since

70.56% of the patients who were not in the ICU had reduced levels of total T lymphocytes, CD4 and CD8 T lymphocytes. ICU

patients showed an even higher proportion, with 95% of patients showing a decrease in total T cells and CD4 T cells. 100% of ICU

patients also had reduced levels of CD8 T cells. www.infowars.com/posts/studies-conDrm-covid-injections-destroy-t-cell..

 www.cancercenter.com/what-are-b-cells-vs-t-cells
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The researchers found that older vaccine recipients generated even fewer antibodies. Coupled with the vaccine's ability to destroy

T cells and further weaken the immune system, getting vaccinated could spell disaster for many people. Research shows that after

a single dose of PDzer-BioNTech, 79% of people had a measurable neutralizing antibody response against the parent strain, but

this dropped to 50% for the Alpha strain, 32% for the Delta and 25% for the Beta strain.

www.livemint.com/news/world/pDzerbiontech-vaccine-elicits-lower-antib..  .------ A group of Utah doctors have discovered

something terrifying in mammograms recently performed at the Breast Care Center in Salt Lake City, Utah.

Women recently injected with experimental COVID vaccines develop abnormal swelling of the lymph nodes in the breasts.

According to doctors from Intermountain Healthcare, women who take covid-19 vaccines show symptoms of breast cancer. Dr.

Brett Parkinson, MD., cautions: "Whenever we see them on a normal screening mammogram, we call those patients back because

it could mean metastatic breast cancer that travels to the lymph nodes or lymphoma or leukemia." Instead of addressing the cause

of this problem (vaccinations), doctors are now telling women not to have mammograms after vaccination. Out of sight, out of

mind. newstarget.com/2021-03-01-women-injected-covid-vaccines-symptoms-breas..
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Thanks GUI. Those vaccines side-effects are a gruesome horror show with no end to it. Like you say, older people have already

weaker immune system, but the jab makes that even worse. Then they lose the ability to Dght of pathogens and cancer. The

abnormal swelling of the lymph nodes in the breasts is a very bad sign. Breast cancer can spread through the lymphatic vessels,

lymph nodes into the brain. The spikes made by the mRNA cause incammation in the whole body, auto immune diseases, cancer,

clotting of arteries. Autopsies have shown the clotting caused 100% blocked capillaries, which are the smallest blood vessels, and

they are vital for the exchange of oxygen, nutrients, and waste that occurs between the blood and the cells of the body.

No exchanges cause cells to die or become cancerous because of they lack oxygen and food. Cells become toxic because their

waste disposal is blocked. Vit C will not help, it cannot reach the cells anymore, because the clotted capillaries are 100% blocked.

Cells that die in the brain and in the heart, they will not be replaced. So, I see health disaster arise in the coming years because of

the Covid vaccine fraud.
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By the way - have a friend who is in her 60's, been ashmatic since a child, she has ashma really really bad, got covid, was over it in

Dve days, she said she really pannicked when she got it, but couldn't believe it when she was over it in Dve days. Said she got

shivers, going hot and cold and serious fatigue, no cough or anything else, she took a test, it came out positive, she took to her bed

for a few days and was then done with it.
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As I have been writing, they are NOT side effects. They are primary DESIRED effects.
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There is much that is posted that I do not understand and so desire to. I have looked articles, used my dictionary, but at times it is

arduous and I am not lazy. But it would be wonderful to have layman term articles for those of us who need explanations.
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Pete - Now it will be forced on everyone, as the G20 leaders have agreed to implement the vaccine passport. The WHO will tell the

governments which vaccines their people must take. I think the brains of these leaders must be affected with the jab poison

already as they are constantly pushing the "get vaccinated" tripe. I'm not clever enough to understand everything Dr Mercola and Dr

Seneff were discussing as I have no medical background. I admire them both for what they are trying to do. I am thankful for the

comments here too as they are much more easy to understand. Guiiiermou has a brilliant brain as do you Pete and many others

that I read and trust, so thank you all
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Somewhere, I read that some pharmaceutical companies are working on a "vaccine" that is a nasal spray. That at least makes

more sense than a jab, but it's still bad news. The key for them was that they could administer it faster. I've always thought that a

vaccine should be given in the same way that the illness would be contracted. Hmm. I think that means the only one that should be

injected is tetanus.
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Pete...I have a saying, "It's never just one thing," when tricky problems arise....Vit C in large appropriate doses does help, but

holistically look at sulfates (MSM/NSC/RALA) which Seneff says "grease" blood cow through capillaries as Vit C/antioxidant

electrons reduce the viscosity of H2O water....DeDnitely sauna/sunshine, proteolytic enzymes to break up Dbrins resulting fr

incammatory complex, nicotine to tie up ACE 2 receptors, Mg/Zn/Se/I mineral balancing, detox metals, cannabis to help nerve

cells, fasting HGH/ketones, and in the end; turn-off ego dominance and dump fear/worry. (

www.lewrockwell.com/2022/11/capt-randall/a-fresh-look-at-psychiatry-th..  )  For govt. to protect Fauci and give that sleazy

Theranos woman 11 yrs, or investigate Trump/1-6 but not the corrupto-traitor Biden family is proof this bio-genocide is bigger than

we realize..Welcome to bizzaro world where the absurd became normal.
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Hi Forbidden, Pete, everyone, picked up in passing that blood cells get enlarged and more rigid due to incammation, therefore need

extra help in passing through narrow passageways. Meanwhile, its NOT upside down - Hunter's laptop story ties to his company

acting to assist cia activities in Ukraine, speciDcally funding and running more than a dozen bio-weapon labs. Ukraine is not a

formal country, instead is a territory of Russia. As such, Ukraine is one of the few places on earth with no treaties signed for

limiting performing bio-weapons research. (Whereas most countries had signed agreements to limit this type of military research).

The US was also instrumental in replacing the governance in Ukraine with Zelensky. We have a series of military campaigns FIRST

to manufacture and roll out these shots across all countries; using the same vaccine maker for the seriously cawed Anthrax vaxx,

that same mfg, company changed their name from Bio-port Solutions to Emergent Biosolutions (rebranded and kept their govt

contacts). Here's a link - www.emergentbiosolutions.com  - - SECOND, to destroy Russia and a good portion of the world's

population. This was why Biden in his dotage, had to become Commander-in-Chief.

Many pieces to assemble...THIRD, Dane Wigington is fairly certain ongoing environmental destruction plans are the most

nefarious; may cause entire military-driven program to unravel: here's a link: Uncensored: Geoengineering Expert Says by 2025

There Will Be No Food or Life Left - Dane Wigington - www.bitchute.com/.../8sOHqEMNZUtv  - the initial impression is more chaos

may be on the agenda, dead ahead. Looks like current autism epidemic pales in comparison to massive environmental damage

and near-future concerns.
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It's not mad cow disease, it's mad scientist disease.
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Yes, and referring to the mad "scientists" who tout these "vaccines" without regard for human life or wellbeing. They lie, people die.
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Yeah, something like a madness to make money instead of assisting humanity. This may be one of the more important Dr Peter

McCullough discussions tracing the recent history of myocarditis, where he describes the initial research on rabbits by Dr Ralph

Baric in 1992! (oh this was a known complication for a long time), leading up to the subsequent push from recently published

cardiology research now forcing shot manufacturers to do studies that was supposed to have been done much earlier... You simply

cannot make this stuff up: for some people, especially young people, these shots are kill shots if not immediately then over the

long term!   DR. PETER MCCULLOUGH - BATTLING THE COVID CABAL - GREAT INTERVIEW WITH DEL BIGTREE OF THE HIGHWIRE!

- - www.bitchute.com/.../vu5HcIBudTc6  - its a bit longer than 1 hour, packed with information we did not have earlier as you'd need

to be closely following developments inside the Deld.
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nonaki
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Since the "spike protein" comes from the injection, not the body, and there's no proof of a coronavirus in the air that's invading bodies and

"spreading", I seriously wish you would stop using the word "infection", and also please boicott the word "covid". This word is the central

symbol of the cabal's "pandemic" fabrication, meant to unify people round the need for a "vaccine". "Covid" falsely represents the

common cu and we need to Dght their made up story, tooth and nails! I get SO tired of this language compliance.
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So agree...I always refer to this as a wuh cu. Just what did the lab tampering truly add to it is the real question. So many opinions

on that, but you know they have the tech to break it all down and identify the tampering
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nonaki - here's an interview you may want to listen to, with Atty Todd Calender explaining many aspects of this US DoD military

campaign that were in front of our faces, but not clearly delineated. Here's goes, fasten seatbelt! 5-G The Human Electromagnetic

Kill Switch - Attorney Todd Callender - www.bitchute.com/.../H4jCGBhUJxcl  - this is under an hour long, from a different view of

current events. He outlines the radiation background to much of what's occurring. Let us know what you think now!
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You speak the truth...I like the truth! If you ever come across this Phantom Virus; please let me know. I'm STILL searching for it! I'm

going cycling soon, in the freezing weather, where surely, the phantom virus has every opportunity to reach me. Last year was

bad...strong winds, wet weather, freezing ice, snow...you know - cold and cu weather. Well; I got through it all without so much as a

cough or sneeze. I don't expect it to be any different this year. I'm in my 70's now and according to the talking heads - I should have

been dead many, many months ago; probably as far back as 2021! I think that I'll just believe in the reality of the situation! The

reality is, that I have a functional immune system that PROTECTS me from becoming sick.
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My 87 year old mother died on November 9th. Cause of death? Massive heart attack. She received one dose of J & J vaccine back in late

spring of 2021. She and my dad were pressured by staff at their independent living facility in Ohio. They were the last 2 people to be

vaccinated. My mother was a nurse in doctor's obces for over 30 years. She questioned every vaccine and refused cu shots. When my

mom told him she would only get the J&J the director put my parents in the back seat of his own car and drove them 30 minutes to the

nearest place offering that particular vaccine. She and my dad refused boosters. They were isolating/ quarantining in their apartment

until this past October when they went to their doctor's obce for annual check ups.

Four days later, my mom is so sick she can't move, they call paramedics . She was diagnosed with Covid and spent 8 days in the hospital.

Started to feel better, went home, within 2 days back in ER but they had 35 people ahead of her so no admission. We found her a bed in

skilled nursing/rehab in their own senior living community. She was there for almost 2 weeks and recovered enough to go home. She was

only home for 10 days when one night before supper she collapsed, unconscious. My dad called paramedics again.

She was taken to the hospital but only conscious enough to refuse any more treatments even oxygen. Kind doctor kept her alive for a few

hours until family could get there to be with her and last rites performed before she passed. Cause of death, massive heart attack, no

mention of Covid vaccine. No prior heart disease. So you tell me. My dad was Covid positive three days after she was, had cold like

symptoms, and now is exhibiting dementia symptoms and extreme heartbreak. They were together 74 years. He is 88, takes no meds, no

diseases. He is blood type O, she was A. Many people are living this nightmare right now.
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Dear warrior mom, what you and your parents have suffered is a terrible family drama. I have no words to comfort your pain. I hope

you are feeling better now, at least you were able to say goodbye to your dear mother. Not only deaths, but also serious injuries are

on the rise due to these injections. Heart attacks, strokes, blood clots, circulatory diseases. neurological problems and many other

mortality diseases over time. These are the same vaccine-induced ailments that doctors and scientists like Dr. Mercola have been

telling us the truth about since the beginning.
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Sorry for your loss, condolences. My parents are in a mess and do not connect it. I am very careful what I say as I don't want to

alarm them or upset them, late 70's mid 80's age group. My Mum is banging into things and has hands and feet like blocks of ice

and memory is deteriorating very fast. I am worried she has clots, or really low blood pressure, her blood pressure has always been

low, I fear it is too low now. They keep getting the shots and boosters, each time they get the shots they are in bed for a few days,

my Mum even collapses, she comes out with a red rash all over her body, excruitating headaches, pain all over and even vomits,

even says I feel like I am going to die.

I think they are on like the Dfth or sixth booster. I cannot get them to understand, the closest I have got is saying, look, why would

you challenge your body over and over when you have these horrible serious painful reactions. They go...errr, well I suppose that

makes some sense, thanks for being concerned love, but we just do what we are told. The cognitive decline is alarming, they even

say so but do not connect it, "we're just getting old love, it happens to everyone...." Irony is, last time my Mum had a booster, about

two months ago, she told the nurse she had bad reactions and explained in detail what happens, the nurse said she herself

stopped having the shots after the second dose because the nurse herself felt so bad, then she continues to give my Mum the

booster.

Madness. They are like robots, they get a letter or phone call from the doctors surgery, they just go over, (they live opposite)

do/take what they are told and return home. They question nothing, I explained to them, your doctor "recommends" things,

products and procedures, you do not have to say yes all the time. They have quite often over the years said I didn't really want this

or that but felt obliged to take it etc... I cannot get through to them.
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More reasons to avoid this menace know as the 'covid vaccine'. Fauci is once again 'pushing' for a booster which many falsely assume is

a 'Jab' to increase the effectiveness of the primary vaccine JAB!  A booster is simply anther dose of the Drst vaccine and yes it is indeed

effective. If the vaccine is so wonderful and effective in stopping the transmission of covid then why is there an ongoing push for more

shots? It continues to amaze me how so many are cheerleaders for this scam that has been perpetuated upon people worldwide.

 Americans have been dumbed down to the extent that a recovery to think for yourself is wishful thinking. If anyone thinks the worst is

over be advised the lunatics are in motion to start this idiocy all over again only on steroids.
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When people ask me why I, as a retired RN, refuse to get this shot, I have MANY reasons. The Drst is that they are made using cell lines

from aborted babies.  But there are also many other reasons that these covid shots are so BAD for our health. The injected messenger

RNA functions to cause (trick) our bodies into making proteins--spike proteins that are similar to, but not identical to the spike protein of

this coronavirus.  Our immune system then recognizes these proteins as foreign, and then promptly sets about destroying them.  Then I

ask THEM a question: Do you think it's a good idea to trick your body into DESTROYING something that your body just made? What could

possibly go wrong? Just about ANYTHING!
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"Synthetic" Spike Protein. That word "synthetic" is very important and relevant. I will NOT have anything synthetic injected into my

body! Actually; I don't want anything injected. My body is happy, just the way it is.
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When asked why I will not receive the shot, I just say "Because, I don't want it" It's lot simpler and ends the discussion, which will

end badly no matter what.
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I had covid early on and kicked chronic Lyme nearly 20 years ago. My doc said I don't need the shots.
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Since we now know who the mad scientists. government obcials, and Dnancial backers of this mass extermination plot are, maybe it is

time to get them together and give them a high speed heavy metal injection from a manually operated hole puncher.
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We don’t need to be Doctors or medical scientists to realize the wicked design of jabs. When I went to the Moderna website and found out

how the mRNA works, I sensed the danger already. Traditionally, antigens are produced outside the body then injected into the body to

induce immune response. This time, our cells are instructed to produce the antigens that it is supposed to destroy. When covid comes in,

the immune system will not recognize the invader as an enemy, because it displays the same kind of spike protein that it produced

before. To the immune system, covid looks like a visitor waving a friendly cag. Big pharma new this would happen. They have been

warning us that soon covid mutations will be able to evade immunity.

Actually, there is nothing to evade, because the immune system has been set to befriend the enemy. The vaccine has sabotaged the

immune response. My wife who works in a nursing home was forced to take the vaccine and me too because we cannot travel without it.
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immune response. My wife who works in a nursing home was forced to take the vaccine and me too because we cannot travel without it.

My wife and I never had covid before the jab. Now we have covid at this writing after the Drst booster, nice. J. Biden was lying when he

said you will not get covid when you take the vaccine. He got covid himself. What else is new. These unscrupulous lying bastards in the

government always say the opposite of what they do. Unfortunately, there is still a huge number of people who believe in them.

Another thing the Big Pharma expects to happen is that the symptoms will be milder when you get the jabs. Exactly, but it gives you a

false message that the vaccine is working. That is another lie. The vaccine has instructed the soldiers of our body to stand down when a

big Dght is needed. Anyway, since my wife and I am not in the position to do something about this satanic system in our society, we just

decided to manage our symptoms with nebulized H2O2, megadose liposomal vitamin C and E, and D3 and zinc. The Big Pharma is now

applying the mRNA technology to cu. Good luck to us all.
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StarPowerVitD
Joined On 4/19/2021 7:44:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow! Great article. Learn about fenbendazole to help yourself and loved ones eradicate covid cancer fenbendazole.substack.com
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My mom has come down with lymphoma cancer, initial diagnosis stage 4. She is taking Flor Essence and is doing better than any

of us would have guessed. www.cancer.gov/.../essiac-pdq  and she buys it here www.allstarhealth.com
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ElizabethHope
Joined On 8/12/2016 8:50:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Fenbendazole - A man from Oklahoma, Joe Tippens, had cancer all over body. He Enrolled in trial study at MDAnderson. But

his vet friend suggested FENBENDAZOLE (dog dewormer). He took it for months- and he was the only 1 in the hospital study cured

of cancer. Guess what? Now pet stores don’t carry it anymore. You can only get it at Tractor Supply.
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Mercola_Fan
Joined On 1/11/2009 12:28:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

THEY knew that these kill shots are transmitted to the purebloods. That's why they made the jabs with various concoctions. Some were

merely saline. No side effects. No sudden deaths or paralysis. Others contained the deadly snake and parasite poison. The purebloods

may not be purebloods anymore. But I'd rather be an unvaxed and deal with the ramiDcations than the creatures we share this earth with

now. Ever hear: "The devil is in the details?"
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dianna1189
Joined On 3/29/2021 5:34:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have this article archived from Judy Mitkovits published in August 2020. marktaliano.net/dr-judy-mikovits-exposes-the-covid-scam  It's

a long interview, but may help some understand some of the article above. It's a long article, but worth the read IMHO. Judy talks about

the Type I Interferon response. I couldn't Dnd it, but I seem to recall a joint interview with Seneff/Mitkovits on this site from back in the

day where they both eluded to Seneff's current Dndings. At the time, Seneff said she was doing more research, hence, the above Dndings.

Regarding the Covid War Criminals, "they keep us in fear so they can have the power". "They divide us so they can control us." I am so

sorry for all those who know folks who have been victimized by the jab. I have seen it in those folks around me as well; but, of course,

never attributed back to the jab. Tragic.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks DIANNA, adding this video about the innate response and type 1 interferon. Never ignore that innate immune response.

Never get another chance. Let's just say for the next three years because by then no one will ever have one again because we won't

see it. And it doesn't matter what they say because they have already released it. It's always been in the shots, whether it's

incuenza, they're all synthetic viruses. What we need to realize is that SARS CoV-2 is a synthetic virus in a synthetic monkey cell,

Mikovits explained. “And this is what Luc Montagnier, Frank Ruscetti and I said all along. It is the innate immune response. Do not

overlook the innate. Do not overlook the Drst-line mucosal surfaces. Keep your skin healthy, keep your gut healthy, keep your nose

healthy, keep your eyes healthy. Don't block the production of good glutathione and type 1 interferon."

www.brighteon.com/6d6b76b4-9e48-4d6d-9808-ac9b112560e8
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kfa6931
Joined On 8/20/2021 8:12:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My boyfriend who is 64. Took the Janssen. Twice. He never gets sick but suffered a really bad upper respiratory recently for 3 weeks. I've

never seen him that sick. Not on 10 years. Complains of headaches a lot. Other than that he seems ok. I did not take the jab and never

will. I'm 67. I take detox and supplements and try to eat organic. Many of my coworkers who are jabbed are now having health issues.

Heart, tumors, cancer and repeat covid.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I see the same...most all the people I see in a fairly regular way who were injected report having more issues than prior and those

not injected reporting less or none. Amazing people STILL line up for more of this. Say's a lot more about them doesn't it. They

actually embrace it...
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Same. One vax'd friend calls them 'covid' headaches.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have this little bottle of liquid. Not sure what it contains. Just relax as I slip it into your body.
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Grahamjxxx
Joined On 1/14/2018 9:15:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As a start point see: https://steemit.com/health/  ... A document of links challenging the existence of proof of SARS Cov-2. I'd really like

to see some discussion of the envenomation hypothesis proposed and heavily researched by Brian Ardis by some of the greats [Heroes

of the Resistance] out there working on the 'plandemic,' people like Peter McCullough, Joseph Mercola, Stephanie Seneff, Katherine

Kingston, Sherri Tenpenny, David Martin, Judy Mikovitz, Roger Sehault, Vernon Coleman, Meryl Naas, Mike Yeadon, Francis Boyle, Jordan

Peterson, Reiner Fuellmich, Robert F Kennedy Jr, Thomas Renz, Robert Malone, Ben Marble, Andrew WakeDeld, Del Bigtree, Eric Nepute,

John Campbell, Naomi Wolfe, Paul Cottrell, Pierre Kory, Richard Flemming, Harvey Risch, Aseem Malhoutra, Simone Gold, Russell

Blaylock, David Browstein, Charles Hoffe, Ariyan Love, Paul Marik, Thomas Levi, Sharri Markson, Steven Kirsh, Rushid Buttar, Andrew

Kaufman, Andrew Huff, Geert vanden Bosche along with Mike Adams, Jane Ruby, Carrie Madej and Zandra Botha, (almost of them MDs or

Ph.Ds), et al.

I know there are many more I should draw this attention to, all deserving credit and an invitation a result of their brilliant work and

contribution to this war effort so far. Like, what if the 'spike protein' is in fact comprised of snake and marine shell Dsh proteins, peptides,

toxins? And all the envenomated victims, whether they were 'infected' by way of drinking purposely contaminated water or aerosol

spraying of populated areas, or by way of the jabs and shedding; are now producing those poisonous proteins or peptides in and by their

own bodies? It is highly possible. The science for it is not new. I have collected over 200 spike protein - jab remedies or protocols, many

of them from those intrepid MDs and Ph.Ds named above. I do many of them daily. Interestingly and co-incidentally, shockingly even;

almost all of them double as snake or marine animal envenomation treatments. Why is that so? I want to kn
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Jeremiah.8
Joined On 5/31/2022 10:37:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It matters not whether it be incompetence or malice. The results be the same.
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Hotsocks
Joined On 7/9/2021 11:48:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If we dont Dght World Evil, It will bury us.
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MysticTuba
Joined On 5/28/2009 10:48:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What I want to know is whether those of us who are unjabbed but have been exposed to shed spike proteins from close contact with the

jabbed, have the same dangers. It was quite a while before I found out I should stay away from the newly jabbed.
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Joined On 7/26/2007 6:24:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In an earlier post Gui mentioned Sucharit Bhakdi trying to understand people's resistance to changing their perceptions as more

information on the mRNA shots becomes widely understood. I suspect one of the factors to accepting this new information is the amount

of time an individual has engaged in arguments about the issue with family, friends, coworkers and others arguing about the subject. The

more time an individual spends defending a point of view the more "vested" the individual becomes in that point of view. So old people

with more time might argues with friends and continue to argue because that is a form of engagement with one's friends.

So next step is trading nasty MEMS -and individuals become emotionally vestred and will not change perspective -or lose face in the

argument. So my point (if there is one) engaging in non emotional or less confrontational exchanges will make it more likely those

individuals who have been duped into believing any bullshit put out will be able to absorb this new information. (For me - not likely or

possible but I can't solve everyone's problems).
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's the perfect crime. Weaknesses are speeded up, MOIs are the weaknesses. So and so made the news when they died suddenly

(SADS?) or - they'd been sick with that for a long time (so it wasn't the vaccination) - but wait, was it the vaccination? If the gen pop knew

more about this, the outrage would create a war against gov'ts and medical. Can't have that. So we'll be laughed at, tin hat people,

conspiracies and all. All the while watching people who should not have died, die. I can't be the only one who's witnessed the death and

destruction - 6 degrees of separation means all of us have had/or know someone who's died before their time. In the meantime, I keep

watching loved ones with illnesses who were typically healthy people before the vax. Sadly, even under my own roof.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My family, too. Not those under my roof, yet. But the young are quick to trust vaccine exemptions & so forth, going back to that

broken Deld & institution they trained for in good truth ....so, I fear it's only a matter of time.
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fyldeherbman
Joined On 2/9/2021 11:51:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Brilliant presentation... but terrifying.
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warriormom
Joined On 10/2/2008 3:08:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As a highly observant and concerned human being what I am observing is that middle to senior aged men are exhibiting major heart

issues and women are experiencing blood clotting issues since the vaccine rollout. Many sudden deaths of these men in their sleep or

constant medical attention where before they needed none! Women, mostly elderly are suffering from circulation and energy issues and

then dying slow deaths. The differences are remarkable but I believe the cause is the same.
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carodan
Joined On 12/4/2022 1:59:56 AM
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Ok. So how can those who have taken the job be helped?
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Villainesse
Joined On 8/23/2017 8:11:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Every single CovidComorbidity (age, BMI, Melanation, etc.) are obvious conditions of D deDciencies! Glyphosate certainly does not help

the equation, but the basis of low D lets Covid go crazy. Nigerians, on the other hand, also have the massive advantage of year-round

UVB, (similar to what traditional Maasai have to always naturally maintain high levels) South Africa does not have that advantage as they

are too far south. But Glyphosate is still making it far worse.
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johanna :-
Joined On 6/19/2006 3:25:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My question is, why is there no focus on the damaging effects of the SARS-COVID virus itself? These articles make no attempt to

separate out those who have had infection +vaccine vs infection only vs only vaccine. The COVID virus has the FULL functional spike

protein, & many of them, not just a *part of the spike protein* as in the vaccines. BOTH cause problems. I’d wager though, that the full

spike protein is much more problematic. Pediatric sudden heart attack deaths increased 3 fold from ~7000 before 2020, to ~23000 in

2020. (the vaccine hadn’t been released until spring 2021). (Source below) Adults: “In New York City, the incidence of OHCA attended by

EMS (March 1-April 25, 2020) increased 3-fold, compared with the same period a year earlier.” [OHCA=Heart attack] From AHA journal

(source below) on cardiac effects pre& post COVID virus introduction 2019-2020 (before vaccine was introduced): “In the COVID-19

scenario, the incidence of venous thromboembolism was up to 31% in hospitalized patients.

Among them, those who were admitted to the intensive care unit had a 2- to 3-fold greater risk of developing deep vein thrombosis or

pulmonary embolism.” The COVID virus is NOT an organism I want in my body. I will do all I can to avoid it. Based on the research papers,

the short and long term effects of this virus are serious.

Especially with multiple infections. I feel horrible for children who will be re-infected throughout their lives, with additive immune,

neurological & metabolic effects. At least in the vaccine, there isn’t the possibility of *live virus* existing & slowly multiply insidiously in

crevices of the body, especially neurological & lymphatic parts, only to crop up with later effects. Sources:

1)www.sca-aware.org/about-sudden-cardiac-arrest/latest-statistics  2)www.ahajournals.org/.../CIR.0000000000001052  3)

www.resuscitationjournal.com/.../S0300-9572 (20)30160-X/fulltext
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warriormom
Joined On 10/2/2008 3:08:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My question is for those of us unvaxxed but were treated for Covid, what effects do the monoclonal antibodies have on our

immune systems? My husband received this which worked wonders on Covid virus symptoms but now has major heart issues.

Blockages and heart stpping, needed a pacemaker! I was treated with Remdisivir in ICU. Lucky I made it out but want to know

implication.
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Jaybones
Joined On 11/20/2022 10:49:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have continued to have concerns that Covid vaccines suppress our immune system and make us more susceptible to severe disease

from other viral infections. I have written a brief case report on the devastating situation that occurred in Arizona with neuroinvasive West

Nile virus shortly after the boosters were authorized in Sept 2021. I believe it’s imperative that the immunosuppression of these vaccines

be explored more thoroughly. jeffreylundeen.substack.com/p/covid-vaccines-and-west-nile-virus
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When it comes to COVID vaccines (so-called) it seems prevention is better than the cure. to your health, tracy unvaxxed, prevented...
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Though this article is from 2008, it is a worthwhile read, about annual cu vaccines, by Donald Miller,

MD...www.lewrockwell.com/2008/10/donald-w-miller-jr-md/dont-get-a-cu-shot-..
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Jaybones
Joined On 11/20/2022 10:49:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have continued to have grave concerns that Covid vaccines suppress our immune system and make us more susceptible to severe

disease from other viral infections. I have written a brief case report on the devastating situation that occurred in Arizona with

neuroinvasive West Nile virus shortly after the big push for Covid boosters. I believe it’s imperative that the immunosuppression of these

vaccines continue to be explored more thoroughly. jeffreylundeen.substack.com/p/covid-vaccines-and-west-nile-virus
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

steelj - keep in mind that the makers of these biological products are conducting an experiment within the broader experiment, in terms

of greater & lesser damaging/lethal doses. That can easily be seen on sites such as "howbadismybatch".
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

fromseatoshiningsea - yes I am aware of that. And it sure throws a monkey wrench into Dguring out a lot of things about the jab's

effects. However, there is no mention in this article or in other accounts I've read that the 100% presence of elevated troponin the

Swiss researchers found was from a sample of ONLY people jabbed with bad batches. Seems like if that were the case it would be

important enough to not only mention but emphasize. But either way it doesn't matter to my unanswered question - why are

athletes who are not killed or injured so badly they drop out of competition completely unaffected? Even if one thinks some

received placebo, not all would have. Yet they perform exactly the same as always. How does that make sense if heart and muscle

damage is universal or nearly so? I am a skeptic about everything, not just when it comes to the PTB who always lie when it serves

their purpose. Selective skepticism isn't really skepticism.
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saafsonic.net
Joined On 3/23/2022 9:33:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

U.S. Medical System Collapsing after Mass Exodus of Doctors and Nurses Published on November 18, 2022 The fact that there is a crisis

in the U.S. medical system is not in dispute, as even the corporate media has been covering this since 2021, as many hospital Emergency

Rooms across the U.S. have either closed down completely, or reduced their hours, due to lack of stabng... A report from commercial

intelligence company DeDnitive Healthcare earlier this month stated that 334,000 physicians, nurse practitioners, physician assistants

and other clinicians left the workforce in 2021. principia-scientiDc.com/u-s-medical-system-collapsing-after-mass-exod..
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is intentional..... it is not because staff refused the jab.... My husband died and so I was told that.... Sometime before Jan of

2021 hospitals and mortuaries were told (by the CDC) that they had to lay off 1/2 of their staff, to "protect them from a large

outbreak of covid". My brother, who is a DreDghter, discovered that top coors or wings of hospitals were completely shut down.

Morticians were told "no autopsies allowed". The mortician I was dealing with told me he begged the CDC to let him monitor the

situation, but no dice.
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TheOrage
Joined On 5/9/2009 9:12:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Mercola, have recently come across a clinic offering Infrared Transcranial Photobiomodulation device therapy which it says "reduces

incammation, boosts hair growth, increases circulation, improves memory and cognitive functions and assists neurodegenrative

disorders." Love to know your thoughts on this therapy.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Orage, Dr M showed his use of this technology just prior to going to bed, in one of the "Day in the Life" videos he made. Should

be in the substack, although am not sure what year it was Dlmed...not simply near infrared, instead its a targeted wavelength LED

bulb, here's a brief outline: www.vielight.com/photobiomodulation-science  - sorry I am late...busy time of year. The wavelengths

used most are in the red light to near infrared, its a fairly narrow window. Intensity and exposure time also play a role.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

NEAR-INFRARED SAUNA THERAPY — A KEY BIOHACK FOR HEALTH Near-infrared saunas provide beneDts you simply can’t get

from a conventional sauna or even far-infrared sauna. For all its beneDts, a downside of the traditional Finnish sauna is that it

offers little or no clinically insigniDcant amounts of infrared exposure. Conventional electrical sauna heaters and far-infrared

saunas are also plagued by high EMF. Far-infrared saunas claiming to be low-EMF or EMF-free typically have very high electric

Delds; only the magnetic Delds have been mediated. Electric Delds are a potent oxidative stressor.

Photobiomodulation (PBM) refers to the use of near-infrared light to heal and repair degenerate and damaged tissue and cells, and

also optimize healthy tissue. Additionally, far-infrared has no PBM beneDts. Near-infrared exposure produces melatonin — a potent

antioxidant — in your mitochondria, where it is most needed. Near-infrared also structures the water around your cells, and

penetrates several inches into your body, far deeper than far-infrared takecontrol.substack.com/.../near-infrared-sauna-therapy
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sauna Space does sell complete saunas, but in their current conDguration, I believe there is room for improvement. The one with a

faraday cage that blocks external EMFs is $5,000 and the one without that shielding is about $3,000. They are not as elegant as

most IR saunas and most people have to bend over to Dt in them, but the major problem is that they aren't hot enough. The current

conDguration offers one set of four bulbs, which will get the temperature to around 125 degrees F..-----------

sauna.space/.../tungsten-infrared-sauna-panel  .------------While I have been enamored with Sauna Space for some time, I want to

express my gratitude to Ari Whiten in helping me understand one of their main caws, their single panel saunas don't get hot

enough.

Fortunately, the simple Dx is to merely double the number of bulbs from four to eight. I've shared my thoughts with Brian, the

founder of SaunaSpace, and they're currently developing an eight-bulb system that meets this speciDcation. I've been using a

prototype for nearly a year and the sauna can easily get up to 200 degrees F.2 This is far too high for most, as unlike conventional

or far IR saunas, these frequencies can actually penetrate a few inches into your body, and heat you up far more effectively than

either of the other types of sauna.

Most people achieve the optimal heat shock protein and detox beneDts by starting at 140 degrees and building up a tolerance.
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